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2 Corinthians 13:11-14

1. Read 2 Corinthians 11-14.
a. How are you at being joyful despite your circumstances?

b. Share a time when being joyful in a situation was difficult, and reflect on how the
gospel could have affected you in that moment.

2. Read the beginning of verse eleven, what does it mean to “strive for restoration” or “be
made complete?”

a. Recall the idea of being “one degree more yielded”. (i.e. being one degree more
yielded to loving and respecting someone, one degree more yielded to listening
and learning, one more degree forgiving or encouraging)



b. As you reflect, what is one area that comes to mind where you can be one
degree more yielding?

c. What is one practical thing you can do to see that become reality?

3. Paul was not afraid to say harsh truths to the Corinthians, yet his goals were not to
belittle, insult, or discourage them. Instead, he was trying to apply pressure to areas
they needed to change. Do you have someone in your life who isn’t afraid to do this for
you?

a. Take time to think of some important moments where someone pressured and
encouraged you in the past, and how that impacted you.

4. What are some ways CPC can maintain unity as the body of Christ?

5. Along with the idea of unity, Paul mentions that we are to “live in peace.”  Jesus showed
in his death for us, sometimes to live in peace with someone you must make a sacrifice.

a. When you hear the idea of a peacemaker is one who allows themselves to be
wronged sometimes, how do you react?

6. Paul commands the Corinthians to “Greet one another with a holy kiss.” How does this
idea of the church showing physical affection impact your heart towards being
affectionate?



7. Reflect on how the doctrine of the Trinity and how each member is blessing you in verse
14.

a. Consider your own life according to this blessing, how does the grace of Jesus
Christ, the love of the Father, and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit impact you?

b. Similar to Van Gogh, we can still struggle with pain, suffering, and tragedy in our
lives yet we can find hope in the gospel resurrection. Pray together that God
would remind you of how He is resurrecting you each new day.


